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Apress Mrz 2003, 2003. Taschenbuch. Book Condition: Neu. 23.5x19.1x cm. This item is printed on
demand - Print on Demand Neuware - Building WebLogic Portals shows the beginning portal
developer how to develop a portal application from start-to-finish and supplies the intermediate
developer with proven strategies and development tactics for creating an enterprise portal. It also
provides the advanced Java application server developer with a full range of reference material.
Building WebLogic Portals also goes beyond portal development. The Web services chapter shows
how to use Web services that allow companies to integrate business processes and data with their
suppliers and customers. The authors describe the architecture of a well-planned user interface and
include everything from data binding strategies to document-view architecture with MDI. They also
show how to create elegant custom controls tailored to specific data and application logic and how
to create dynamic user interfaces, dockable windows, and a vector-based drawing program. The
book also teaches the GDI+ essentials needed for good user interfaces such as hit testing, irregularly
shaped forms, owner-drawn menus, and animated controls, and shows how to integrate
'intelligence' into user interfaces with embedded help and user agents. 624 pp. Englisch.
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Reviews
Without doubt, this is actually the greatest function by any article writer. It is among the most amazing publication i have got read. Its been printed in an
exceedingly basic way in fact it is simply after i finished reading through this publication where in fact changed me, change the way i believe.
-- Arielle Ledner
I just started o reading this article publication. Sure, it is actually perform, continue to an amazing and interesting literature. Your daily life period will be
transform as soon as you full reading this article pdf.
-- Dessie Gaylord
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